
How retail and real estate can harness 
the power of connected vehicle data



Introduction

We have all heard business success stories that center 

on how an organization uniquely used data to outpace 

competitors, overcome challenges, and innovate in their 

respective industries. The ability to find unique data and 

make it actionable has become what sets businesses apart 

in the modern economy. This is true across sectors, but 

especially for two we are exploring today – retail and real 

estate. The right data in those businesses can be the key 

to everything from winning a bid and getting an investor 

onboard, to choosing a successful location for your next store.

In this eBook we will explore:

• Why retail and real estate executives should regularly 

examine the relevancy of their data.

• Connected vehicle data: what it is, and how it is unique 

from other sources.

• How connected vehicle data can help retailers and real 

estate companies gain a competitive edge, including real 

life examples.



Examining Your Data Relevancy 

Data is useless if it’s not relevant. Many organizations 

today have mounds of data that cannot be leveraged 

because they are biased, outdated, or too complex 

to make sense of. And in some cases, even those data 

sources that were once reliable and relevant become 

stale due to external factors. This has never been 

truer than now, as the global economy tries to predict 

consumer behavior trends in the post-pandemic world. 

Sources we once looked to are skewed in their accuracy 

given the changing landscape of travel, consumer 

spending, and inflation. 

That’s why it is an important exercise for organizations, 

particularly those that rely on accurately understanding 

consumer trends, to regularly do a data health check. 

Is your data the right data? Is it reliable and timely? Are 

there biases to address? And does it tell the full story? 

Data that worked yesterday may not be right today and 

new data sources could be available that are more 

relevant. By ensuring data sources are not only accurate 

but also meeting your unique needs as a business, you 

can maximize investment and avoid costly missteps. 

Testing pre-pandemic assumptions

In the spirit of ensuring accurate insights, our team of 

data experts recently evaluated how consumers were 

shopping in the New York suburbs using connected 

vehicle data. The exercise revealed that the peak days 

for shopping in August 2021 had changed from before 

the pandemic, perhaps suggesting consumers have 

more flexibility working from home and thus shop on 

different days then when they did when they were 

commuting. This is an example of data that has shifted 

in the last year, and how information from prior years 

could now become less relevant and guide businesses 

into making the wrong assumptions. 

Read the full analysis and trends here.

https://www.wejo.com/press/5-data-health-check-cvd-is-right-for-you
https://www.wejo.com/press/connected-vehicle-data-2022-reliable-data-sources


Connected vehicle data, or CVD, has emerged as a 

new and exciting data source for retail and real estate 

companies looking for unique and relevant insights to 

help guide their decision making in 2022 and beyond.

Exclusivity

Because the data is generated from active connected 

vehicles, accessing it requires direct buy-in from vehicle 

manufacturers. It cannot be accessed otherwise. Wejo 

has exclusive relationships with the world’s leading car 

makers that allows us to retrieve information directly 

from the car, keeping driver information anonymous to 

ensure privacy requirements are met. 

Accuracy and Precision 

Wejo’s data provides up to six decimal places of latitude 

and longitude around a given vehicle and accesses 

hundreds of thousands of data points from active 

connected vehicles every second. It has an accuracy 

of between 0-3 meters, providing a detailed view into 

vehicle locations down to their exact spot on the lane of 

a highway. 

Low Latency and High Frequency

The low-latency data, instantaneously processed from 

the vehicle, ensures it’s available to users in 60 seconds 

or less. By collecting millions of data points across the US 

in real-time, CVD lets users customize how often, and 

from which areas, they want to pull information for.

CVD is information gathered and transmitted by 

connected vehicles – generated directly from the 

sensors built into the cars themselves. It not only helps 

organizations visualize the speeds of vehicles on certain 

roadways and areas of heavy congestion, it can also 

analyze journeys to provide a granular picture of 

consumer behavior in any given area. CVD includes 

something called origin-to-destination analysis, which 

can show where a vehicle started its journey and where 

it ended it. This can be hugely powerful, especially when 

extrapolated across millions of journeys, in showing how 

consumers are shopping, living, and moving – specific to 

where they drive. 

Connected Vehicle Data What makes connected vehicle data unique? 

What exactly is it?



•  One-of-a-kind insights

No other data source can illustrate how cars 

are moving on the road, at any time and in any 

location, as accurately as CVD. The trends CVD 

can uncover are unique and can’t be derived from 

traditional data sources. 

•  Flexible integration 

CVD can integrate easily into your existing systems 

and enhance in-house capabilities, not replace 

them. It also lets users customize how often, and 

from which areas, they want to pull information – 

you need only access the data you require. 

•  Easy to use

CVD does not require a team of data analysts to 

maximize its impact. It can be leveraged across 

your organizations by anyone who has basic Excel 

skills or via access to Wejo Studio.

Mobile	data
Connected	Vehicle	Data

CVD

Unlike mobile device data, CVD focuses specifically 

on what’s happening on the roads, providing a more 

accurate, simpler picture of traffic trends to give 

businesses confidence in decisions related to site 

location potential and accessibility of buildings. 

Connected Vehicle Data vs. Cell Phone Data

Why consider Connected Vehicle Data 
as a new insight source?

https://www.wejo.com/wejo-studio


Retailers are facing increased competitive threats while 

tasked to meet consumers growing need for flexible and 

personalized shopping options. CVD can help increase 

customer loyalty and create more enjoyable customer 

experiences by enabling you to:

•   Analyze Retail Footfall Trends 

Use CVD to understand current footfall trends and 

leverage those insights to optimize opening times, store-

wide promotions, merchandising strategies and events.

•   Ensure Effective Advertising 

Better understand consumer behavior trends to 

determine the most effective out of home advertising 

displays and location-based promotions, leveraging 

CVD insights to get in front of target audiences when 

your message is most relevant. 

•   More effective site location choices

Get insight into historic traffic trends to best evaluate 

potential new locations, avoiding hard to reach areas 

or those vulnerable to congestion, and make parking 

safer by using incident analysis to design better layouts 

and determine real-time availability of spots. 

Retail

How your business can gain a competitive advantage



Real estate executives face a fiercely competitive market with 

an increase in new entrants alongside demand from investors 

for more data-driven analysis of risk and reward. CVD can 

uncover unique insights that keep you ahead of competitors 

and deliver strong returns, helping you:

•   Identify new opportunities

Use CVD to evaluate traffic patterns around Points of Interest 

or open land to determine potential locations for growth 

opportunities, including where vehicle journeys are going 

before and after they pass the site and accessibility in peak 

traffic times.

•   Manage risk of existing opportunities

Better understand and predict trends around current 

investment properties, including increases or decreases to 

daily vehicle counts, to determine which are best to invest, 

divest or exit from.

•   Accurately model potential scenarios

Use historic journey data from millions of vehicles to predict 

likely travel patterns around a site before you invest, or what 

may happen to an existing one in the future. 

•   Beat competitors to the best opportunities

Spot opportunities for growth ahead of your competitors with 

unique data and trend analysis that can be easily visualized 

by investors, increasing trust in your team and expertise.

Real Estate



Wejo customer, NewQuest Properties, is a full-service 

commercial real estate firm that manages a $2.08 billion 

portfolio encompassing more than 60 projects in Texas 

and Louisiana. The firm uses VPD traffic count calculations 

as one of its many tools to ensure properties are running 

efficiently and maximizing value for stakeholders – which 

they historically got using public DOT data. 

NewQuest saw a huge value in applying CVD to generate 

VPD estimations. Partnering with Wejo gave the business 

the ability to regularly control the time frame of data 

ordered while enabling them to pull estimations on any 

road segment without having to expend resources on a 

custom vehicle count study.

Wejo’s precise road segment calculations not only made 

VPD counts more effective, but also expanded NewQuest’s 

ability to market its properties. If a DOT didn’t have a 

traffic count near one of the company’s properties, there 

was now a way to include it in that property’s marketing 

brochure using the CVD-infused approach. 
While DOT counts are the industry standard, they are 
limited. I’d argue CVD is more beneficial and meaningful 
because it solves the two downfalls of DOT data: 
managing study periods and specifying locations

CHR I S  M Y E R S S EN IO R  S P EC I A L I S T ,  G I S  &  R E S E A RCH ,  N EWQUE S T  P RO P E R T I E S

Case Study



Why Wejo? 

Wejo is a global leader in connected vehicle data, revolutionizing 

the way we live, work and travel by transforming and interpreting 

historic and real-time vehicle data. The company enables 

smarter mobility by organizing trillions of data points from 

approximately 12 million vehicles and more than 60 billion 

journeys globally, across multiple brands, makes and models, 

and then standardizing and enhancing those streams of data on 

a vast scale. Wejo partners with ethical, like-minded companies 

and organizations to turn that data into insights that unlock value 

for consumers. With the most comprehensive and trusted data, 

information and intelligence, Wejo is creating a smarter, safer, 

more sustainable world for all. Founded in 2014, Wejo employs 

more than 250 people and has offices in Manchester in the UK 

and in regions where Wejo does business around the world. For 

more information, visit: www.wejo.com

For more information on how Wejo can help you improve customer 

experiences, identify high-growth investment opportunities, and 

outpace competitors, contact us.
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